Bay Path’s Howe awarded $5,000 training grant

By Jason Bleau

C H A R L O T T N — Massflex Worcester Career Center announced the awarding of $5,000 in training grant for Bay Path RVT/R Practical Nursing Student. The grant was awarded to a student who has demonstrated exceptional work ethic and commitment to the program. The grant is intended to assist with the cost of tuition and fees.

Local Scout raising money to help DCF kids

By Jason Bleau

T H E C O M M U N I T Y

Local Boy Scout Timothy Maenpaa held two yard sales to fund his Eagle Scout project providing care packages for boys and girls. The yard sales were held on Oct. 2 and Oct. 9 and raised a total of $565. The care packages will be donated to the Department of Children and Families system.

Rockets.net two quick goals, hold on late to upend David Prouty

By Nick Ethier

S O C C E R

Auburn’s Jenn Johnson, left, and David Prouty of Madison Chil-er take a break at the end of the game. Playing in his last regular season contest, Prouty was unable to prevent Auburn from scoring its second goal of the game.
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Breast cancer is a complex disease that affects millions of women across the globe each year. Though the American Cancer Society reports that only about 4 percent of women diagnosed with breast cancer in the United States are under age 40, women of all ages can take steps to protect themselves against this deadly disease.

Exercise benefits women in myriad ways, and that includes lowering their risk for breast cancer. The ACS notes that researchers are increasingly linking exercise to a reduced risk for breast cancer. Though the reasons behind that link remain unclear, some theories that the positive effects of exercise on body weight, inflammation, hormones, and energy balance could be why regular physical activity helps women reduce their risk for breast cancer.

Body weight and breast cancer

The National Cancer Institute reports that being obese after menopause can significantly increase a woman’s risk for breast cancer. In addition, the ACS attributes the rise in hormone receptor-positive breast cancers to an increased prevalence of excessive body weight. Routine exercise is a highly effective way to lose weight and keep weight off, which in turn could lower women’s risk for breast cancer.

Being sedentary and breast cancer

Exercise is a not a sedentary activity, and that could be another reason why women who are physically active have a lower risk for breast cancer. The ACS notes that more than one study has linked sitting time to a higher risk of various diseases, including breast cancer. Researchers with the ACS analyzed data from 17,412 women who, they found, followed for an average of 15 years. None of the participants had cancer when the study started, but researchers found that women who sat for six or more hours per day during their free time had a 10 percent greater risk for invasive breast cancer than women who sat for less than three hours per day during free time.

Does physical activity really reduce breast cancer risk?

The human body is complex, and a host of factors, including those like age that women have no control over, can affect cancer risk. However, engaging in routine physical activity seems to be an effective way for women to reduce their risk for breast cancer. In fact, the Breast Cancer Research Foundation estimates that one-third of all breast cancer cases could be prevented with positive lifestyle choices that help women maintain a healthy weight, including exercise.

Routine physical activity can be a significant weapon in women’s arsenal as they continue their efforts to prevent and overcome breast cancer.

Bay Path Practical Nursing team raises $1,160 in Walk to End Alzheimer’s

CHARLESTON — Lindsay Guertin, BSN, RN and Jason Guertin, BHS, ASN, RN and their children, JJ and Elyse, all of Spencer, led the Bay Path Practical Nursing team in the Oct. 3 Walk to End Alzheimer’s at the Hanover Insurance Office Park, 100 North Parkway in Worcester. The team’s goal was to raise $1,160 for Alzheimer’s care, support, and research. Professor Lindsay Guertin is passionate about Dementia and Alzheimer’s care.

She reiterates, “it’s important to learn as much as we can, especially our practical nursing students. The more awareness we can bring leads to someday maybe a cure.”

The Bay Path Practical Nursing Team members attended the Promise Garden Ceremony at 10 a.m. Professor Lindsay Guertin as the Team Captain enthusiastically lead the walk in her Team, Captain gear. Practical Nursing students in attendance were Sarah Garcia of Charlton, Marites Sklarz of Southbridge, Geyalyn Worthbee of Charlton and Martha Veloz of Worcester.

“Participating in an event is a memorable learning activity for everyone,” said Germaine Bolandrina, DHA, BSN, RN, CRBN, Academy Director.

Guertin, with her husband Joseph, saying “it’s a chance to make an impact in the mission to end Alzheimer’s.”

In addition, Bolandrina stated, “I am so grateful for Professor Lindsay Guertin’s leadership and her entire family’s participation. We look forward to the day when the goal is reached of finding a cure for Alzheimer’s.”

Captain gear. Practical Nursing students in attendance were Sarah Garcia of Charlton, Marites Sklarz of Southbridge, Geyalyn Worthbee of Charlton and Martha Veloz of Worcester.

October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month

Please see important info below.

Thank you to the businesses supporting this special page.

Breast Cancer awareness

How physical activity can help in the fight against breast cancer

Evershine Dental Group

100 MLK Jr Blvd, Suite 100, Worcester, MA 01608
(774)243-7782 • www.evershinedental.com
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Bay Path Practical Nursing Academy welcomes new faculty members

CAREERCAST — The Bay Path Practical Nursing Academy is pleased to announce three newly appointed faculty members in support of our growing student body.

Tara Johnson, MSN, RN; Angela McGrath, BSN, RN, CNOR; and Joanna Romanos, BSN, RN, CEN.

Tara Johnson, MSN, RN, is a clinical learning specialist at Framingham State University. Her Master of Science in Nursing Education has been named adjunct faculty, a role she assumed on Sept. 15. McGrath is an experienced home care nurse. She earned her Bachelor of Science in Nursing degree at Southern New Hampshire University (SNHU) in 2017 and was awarded an outstanding achievement award for Sigma Cum Laude in 2019. She earned her Associates in Nursing degree at Holyoke Community College in 2010 and was also inducted to the Phi Theta Kappa Honor Society. She completed her certificate in practical nursing at the Technical School in 1999 and was a certified nursing assistant in 2006 at the Middlesex Community College. Her experiences includes subacute care, long-term care, case management, hospice care, and case plan development. Romanos, Romans, BSN, RN, CEN of Chelmsford, has been named adjunct faculty, a role she assumed on Sept. 15. Romanos completed her Bachelor of Science in Nursing degree at MCPHS University in 2017 and her Bachelor of Science in Exercise and Sports Science at Fitchburg State University in 2014. Prior to becoming a nurse, Romans was an emergency medical technician and a critical care technician (Emergency Department at Harrington Memorial Hospital in Auburn, MA). She is also an Emergency Room Nurse. BCP/CPA certified, and pediatric advanced life support certified. Romans is connected with the emergency departments at UMass Memorial, Harrington Memorial Hospital, and HealthAlliance Hospital.

OQC’s Dental Hygiene program celebrates National Dental Hygiene Month

Worcester — October is National Dental Hygiene Month, an annual reminder to everyone to practice good dental habits.

At Quinsigamond Community College, the dental hygiene stu-

AUBURN — Real estate activity is heating up for the Bay Path Practical Nursing Academy. The school has announced that it is seeking new faculty members to join their growing team.

Tara Johnson, a nurse with a master’s degree in healthcare administration, has been appointed as an adjunct faculty member. She will assume her new role on July 10, 2021.

In addition to Ms. Johnson, the school has also announced the appointment of Angela McGrath as an adjunct faculty member. Ms. McGrath brings over 20 years of experience in the healthcare field, specifically in the area of dental hygiene.

The school believes that having a diverse group of faculty members will enhance the learning experience for students. They hope that these new appointments will help in providing a broader range of perspectives and knowledge to the students.

“The addition of these new faculty members will certainly enhance the learning experience for our students,” said Dr. Robert J. Moreau, President of the Bay Path Practical Nursing Academy. “We are excited to welcome them and look forward to their contributions.”

More information on the Bay Path Practical Nursing Academy can be found at www.baypath.edu.
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Residents object to NEC's tentative approval

In what may be their last chance to do so, several area residents and business leaders on Friday rejected the proposed NEC gas storage project.

The9-listened to an extensive public hearing regarding the tentative approval in the town that project, which lasted only an hour before closing for questions. Most of that time was devoted to public comment. Although Presiding Officer Andre Gibeau began reading the tentative approval in the last few minutes. A continuation of the hearing was finalized as of Friday.

To resident Julie Dowling, the board ‘failed to take into account the importance of the Middlesex Valley consideration, noticing accidents there have recently create problems along Route 20. She also agreed the “unmanaged facility” has not considered shadows or tornados in its planning, and ignored the risk to a natural gas leak in California is large for the time it forced the relocation of many people in 2015. Jo Lemond looked agreed on the Pike issue, but he urged EFSB to consider local participation in a project that forced the relocation of many people in 2015. He agreed the word- ing on fossil fuels. She believes the 169 site is “superior” to the original site, and he believes the 169 site is “superior” to the original site, and the fact the project was “grossly” affected our commonwealth’s ability to set a new gas infrastructure."

In general, it claims that “NEC and North American Tool, Inc. are important to our business, and to him, it’s subjective,” he said. "It’s not part of the regulatory process for local authority." To him, the project will “grossly" affect our commonwealth’s ability to set a new gas infrastructure."

The most vocal par- ticipant was Mary Beth Greene agreed the word- ing of No Fracked Gas in Massachusetts, the NEC project is contradictory to the state’s goals. Greene agreed the wording, noting the state’s goals are to build a 206 mile new natural gas pipeline to the east of its property, but she said it puts natural gas pipeline on above local streets and is "like building a highway to the beach for traffic on Memorial Day."

Cathy Kristoferson of New Englander Correct, agreed, said it’s "beyond the amounts needed to meet its firm needs. NEC has committed 850,000 dollars in the project, which has been part of the record."
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For more information, the foundation donated more than $346,000 and has been working with 50-75 creative grantee partners. “Arts have the power to heal and study,” said Carolyn Stempler, GWCF’s executive director. “The Greater Worcester Creative Initiative recognizes how important it is to be in a healthy, thriving community. Through programs like the Buzz Foundation, we are proud to help cultivate creativity and community-informed work of our creatives.”

In the first round of Creative Intersections funding, the following organizations and projects were awarded:

Music Worcester, Inc. Concert Truck for Community $10,000
Creative Hub Worcester, Strength, Faith, & Raising Resilience $10,000
Indian Lake Community Association, Sprout $10,000
Worcester Riverfront Coalition, Cultural Plan $10,000
Worcester Center for Crafts (WCC), Journeys: Visual Storytelling in Resilience, $10,000
Indian Lake Community Association, Creative Hub Worcester, Strength, Faith, & Raising Resilience, $10,000
Indian Lake Community Association, Culture, Resilience, $10,000

The second application cycle is currently open and will close on November 1, 2021. Creative Intersections is designed to support sustained, authentic connections to the Cultural Plan. It is also part of the greater Creative Worcester Initiative, a multi-year partnership between GWCW and four other Massachusetts communities to infuse Worcester’s creative sector with capital and resources.

More information or questions about GWCW Creative Intersections grant program, contact Limiana Semidei at lstemidei@greaterworcester.org.

Celebrate the start of the New Year by ringing in the 2022 New Year with Crooked Creek Farm's New Year's Day Breakfast Buffet. For more information, please call 508-347-7077 or email CrookedCreekFarmMa@gmail.com.

Cornhole for a cause: Open Sky’s Seventh Annual Valley Bag Toss

The Valley Bag Toss promotes healthy competition and community engagement for residents of all ages. All proceeds will go towards Open Sky, a non-profit organization that supports children and families through crisis care and support. The event will take place on Saturday, January 29, 2022, at the Whitinsville Country Club. Admission is $30 per team, or $15 per individual. Registration is required, and all proceeds will be donated to Open Sky.

Greater Worcester Community Foundation funds more than $54,000 for arts collaborations that address community needs

To learn more about the Buzz Foundation or to view current rates and testimony of program founders, visit buzzfoundation.org.

BankHometown adds Fitzmaurice as officer

State University. She also attended the School of Commercial Lending and Foundations of Credit Analysis program.

Fitzmaurice earned a Bachelor’s degree in psychology and a certificate in accounting, both from Worcester State University. She also attended the School of Commercial Lending and Foundations of Credit Analysis program.

Fitzmaurice earned a Bachelor’s degree in psychology and a certificate in accounting, both from Worcester State University. She also attended the School of Commercial Lending and Foundations of Credit Analysis program.

Fitzmaurice earned a Bachelor’s degree in psychology and a certificate in accounting, both from Worcester State University. She also attended the School of Commercial Lending and Foundations of Credit Analysis program.
SOME CHANGES ARE HARD, BUT AT LEAST WE MAKE REPLACING YOUR WINDOWS EASY.

The most hassle-free home improvement project you’ll ever have. You won’t have to deal with a manufacturer or chase down an installer. We manage the entire process—from building to installation to the warranty—on our windows and doors.

77,113 other MA and Southern NH area homeowners have trusted us. That means we understand the window and door problems in this area. And our installers are true craftsmen who will completely and thoroughly clean up after your upgrade is complete.

We won’t try to “sell” you on vinyl. Poor-quality vinyl windows can discolor, leak and warp just a few years after they’re installed, so we refuse to sell them. Our window’s Fibrex® composite material is twice as strong as vinyl.

*Renewal by Andersen is the full-service replacement window division of Andersen.*

Must call before October 31st

SAVE $325 on every window
SAVE $700 on every patio and entry door

DON’T PAY A THING FOR 1 YEAR

$0 DOWN
0% INTEREST FOR 1 YEAR!

0 MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Minimum purchase of four. Interest accrues from the purchase date but is waived if paid in full within 12 months.

Make your home more secure. Book a Virtual or In-Home Appointment

1-800-209-2746
Enjoy the beauty and science behind fall color

The brilliant fall color that characterizes our landscape is a magical transformation that happens every year. And the science behind the transformation is just as intriguing. Each fall, we shorten our daylight hours and shrubs begin this transformational process. The plant produces less of the green pigment chlorophyll and begins producing yellow, orange, and red pigments known as carotenoids and xanthophyll pigments

The carotenoids and xanthophyll pigments bring the color yellow to the leaves of persimmon and maple trees. The leaves of some of our favorite perennials also transform as the fall progresses. Some of our favorite perennials include: Autumn Joy Sedum, Chrysanthemum, and Zinnia. These perennials come in a variety of colors ranging from gold to deep orange and red.

So let’s take a look at some of the plants that contribute to fall color:

- **Goldenrod**: This plant is a favorite for its bright yellow flowers that are abundant during the fall season. The flowers are followed by seed heads that attract birds and other wildlife.
- **Prairie Mums**: These are hardy perennials that tolerate a wide range of soil conditions and are perfect for autumn gardens. Their bright golden flowers are sure to brighten up any fall landscape.
- **Zinnia**: Known for their large, colorful flowers, zinnias are a popular choice for fall gardens. They come in a variety of colors including red, orange, yellow, and white.
- **Echinacea**: Also known as coneflowers, echinacea adds a pop of color to the garden with their ray-like petals. They are also known for their daisy-like flowers and long blooming season.

To meet all these objectives, and keep planning for retirement while accommodating changes in your lifestyle goals, be sure to work with a financial professional to help you keep your dreams alive. melinda@melindamyers.com 888/788-1787 www.MelindaMyers.com
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The season of hunting and fishing

The month of October begins the season of hunting and fishing activities for many men. Waterfowl opened this past Monday, Oct. 11, and Pheasant hunting opens on Oct. 30. Waterfowl hunting is also available on the 18th of this month, and Massachusetts has
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Vanity! Full Hall Bath w/Dble Vanity! C/Air & Vac! 2 Car Garage! Fire Pit! Fans & Skylight! Half Bath! 3 Season Porch! 1st Flr Laundry! The 2nd Floor w/Hrdwd Flr & Chair Rail! Formal Liv Rm w/Crown Molding! 13.6X27' Fam

WEBSTER LAKE - with Panoramic Lake Views, 3 Walk-in Closets, Lake View Bathroom with Huge Multi-Head Shower, Whirlpool Tub, Double Vanity Sinks & Separate Commode/Bidet/Zero Refrigerator, 16' Butler's Pantry & Breakfast Bar! Open Floor Plan! Dining Area, Family Room with Cherry Entertainment Center & Wet Bar! Open Formal Dining off the Mirrored Exercise Room! Billiard Room! Media Room with Custom Cabinetry & Wet Bar! Fantastic Center Island Granite Kitchen with Viking Gas Range, Sub-

Harmon pellet insert! 2 car garage. Reduced $340,000.

43 East Main Street Webster, MA 01570

TWO Family with 2-2 bedrooms apartments, modern kitchens and bathrooms. Two 38 foot garages with 11' garage doors. Third unit is a 400 sq. ft. garage with automatic garage door and burglar alarm. Located on dead end street.

Webster 3 Units $369,000

A RARE FIND! A TRULY ABOVE AVERAGE~TOP PROPERTY ON KILLDEER CIRCLE, YOU WON'T WANT TO MISS! OFFERS A PRIME LOCATION IN A QUIET AND NICE AREA! HOME IS FULLY MINT CONDITION! OPEN FLOOR PLAN! 5 ROOMS 2 BEDROOMS, 2 BATHS! WALK OUT LOWER LEVEL TO GROUNDS OVERLOOKING LAKE! LARGE ROOMS! LOTS OF STORAGE! LARGE 2 CAR GARAGE! NEW SEPTIC SYSTEM! HOME FEATURING LIGHT FILLED A/C'D COLONIAL! CUSTOM SS APPLIANCED & GRANITE KITCHEN! FORMAL DINING! FENWICK ESTATES! HOME FEATURES LIGHT FILLED A/C'D 2 FAMILY! 9 ROOMS! 3 BEDROOMS! 2 FULL BATHS! OPEN FLOOR PLAN! GREAT CONDO ALTERNATIVE! SUNROOM! ONE CAR GARAGE! MANAGEABLE SIZE! 3 SEASON PORCH! TUB/SHELTER COMBO! FOUR SEASON HEATED HOME! PRIVATE! GREAT CONDO ALTERNATIVE!

Lusignan Jules

CONRAD ALLEN

111 East Main Street, Webster, Massachusetts 508-943-9306 508-987-8767 1-800-552-7444 Licensed in MA & CT

www.LakeRealty.net • www.WebsterLake.net

Listings Always Needed – We’re Always Busy Selling!

Searching for new listings and sales!

SOLD

SORRY, SOLD!
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RE/MAX PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATES

Sturbridge, MA 01540
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Webster Lake - 3 206 Robbins

19 Robbins St Webster (2) - $114,900

43 East Main Street Webster MA 01570
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SOZY, SOLD! $200,000

PUT YOUR TRUST IN US TEAMWORK AND EXPERIENCE

JO-ANNE SRYNCAZ

319-209-3004

Diane Langy 774-288-2057

Mary Blood 508-873-9254

RE/MAX Advantage

25 Union St., Worcester MA 01604

Licensed in MA & CT

Friday, October 15, 2021
Nichols College receives grant to expand student access to Bloomberg technology

DUDLEY — A grant from the Affinity Group Charitable Foundation, supported by Dexter-Russell, Inc. has enabled Nichols College to expand the number of terminals in the college’s Bloomberg Finance Lab, increasing student access to market-leading software used by more than 35,000 professionals.

The $168,000 commitment from the foundation-based — Dexter-Russell underwrites the additional annual cost of expanding the 36 terminals. In addition to increasing access to this experiential tool in the lab, 106 web logins are available so students can complete their certification remotely. This was particularly helpful in providing uninterrupted student access to Bloomberg during the pandemic. To date, some 105 students have earned Bloomberg certification, a requirement for first-year business students at Nichols.

Alan Pappell, president and CEO of Dexter-Russell, Inc. who earned an MBA at Nichols, added, “As a leading employer in the Southbridge/Dudley community, Dexter-Russell supports endeavors that can benefit our community, employees, and their families.”

The Affinity Group Charitable Foundation was established to support these efforts, and we are pleased to underline students’ educational aspirations at Nichols College, the leading business school in the area.”

“We are so grateful to Dexter-Russell, and to the Affinity Group Charitable Foundation for the opportunity to expand this powerful resource to more students,” said Glenn M. Sulmasy, JD, LL.M., Nichols College president. “This grant directly supports the Nichols mission of preparing students in the real-world experiences that set them apart and boost their career prospects.”

To join this section, please contact your local sales rep, 1-800-367-9898 or email jsima@stonebridgepress.news

“I look forward to serving you in Exit Beacon Pointe Realty!”

Sandi Grzyb
Licensed in MA & CT
Exit Beacon Pointe Realty
456 Shrewsbury St., Worcester MA 01604
sandigrzyb@aol.com
774-350-5000
508-943-7669
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MEET YOUR MERCHANTS
SCRAMBLE ANSWERS

The Winner of a random drawing of all entries for a $25 gift certificate to one of our Meet Your Merchant advertisers is Linda M. of Leicester.

Thank you to all who entered our Scramble Contest and to all of our Meet Your Merchants advertisers.

MEET YOUR MERCHANTS SCRAMBLE ANSWERS

1. SOVAE/PLIAF/PSCEV
   Dave's Appliance
2. SILA NOCERA
   Lisa's Corner
3. CEPNRI MLAYF TENDLA
   Family Dental
4. JNIE ADN EAKKALI
   June and Mikaela
5. NBIAUNK
   Unibak
6. ATNORSET PIAZZ
   Northeast Pizza
7. JNIEFF SSTTER
   Janine's Frostee
8. LUMBRLI DN NISS LHCNCPNAPSS
   Brunaets and Sons Landscaping
9. MICIA IDOWIN SVERISCE
   Ramco Window Services
10. TCRILSEY NEAVETT R LNN,
     Leicester Veterinary Clinic
11. ISBE AKLEDS
    308 Lakeside
12. LANS PTNE NETRECR
    HLS Paint Center
13. ENUCLR MASS ZZAP
    Uncle Sam's Pizza
14. WLALCFOO P OLCHEEM MAYUFR
    Law Office of Michelle Maynard
15. IRDAOON EKQFEE SAER
    Dinosaur Eats
16. HEILNO HINIGA DIA TENEI
    Holden Hearing Aid Center
17. HERA OJY CYOLGDA
    Joy Hear Audiology
18. AUBURN GIEHCAR
    Auburn Graphics
19. BILLYESE HTAALS PAVAN
    Bill Keys Asphalt Paving
20. ASC UMRL
    C&S lumber
21. SECHRAL EDNRN
    Charles Diner
22. HYFEO LESE BENHECE TUEANSEIR
    Cheesy Lees Chinese restaurant
23. CEDCII AICSYLPP YPHTHYE
    Choice Phys Therapy
24. RCTYOUN NIHBA
    Country Bank
25. ACPE FOB ORGACETM
    Face To Face Mortgage
26. RHEPSR NSSита EYVMA
    Fresh Start Moving Crew
27. NEW EAGDLNN ERYAD MIX CL
    New England Mix LLC
28. MAIITEC SORCHNT DIL
    American Discount Oil
29. MELSA SORC INN
    Salem Creation
30. USEWORSYH LAERMN NDA EGDTR
    Shrewsbury Marble and Granite
31. HTE IFEMASR GLYARE
    The Framers Gallery
32. ITSASUULHT NTODEYR STER
    Thibault Country Store
33. ACYM FO LCTRENA CHEATSASUSS
    YMCA of Central Massachusetts
34. TCRIFSWAIIOR
    Craftworks
35. UIZIUZI ROTOM AESL
    Good Motor Sales
36. NBID NDA VNAIAGR
    Bond Sand and Gravel
37. ESECNRP TTYVEFZAR OHLATIS
    Spencer Veterinary Hospital
38. MBRIVIA
    VIBRUM
39. HINWIT INOYIMICL ERED
    Whithin Community Center
40. AAOUGG LWNHOTABISQ
    Quaboag Rehabilitation
41. WRONB NAD PINSHKO
    $1000 Sign-On
42. UMLRAXEOU RODF
    and to all of our Meet Your Merchants advertisers.
43. NEPO YSK MNTMCIUOY VSREIESC
    VIBRAM
44. SOCEOTNNRER KNBA
    $ BUY & SELL $
45. AEVIERDRL LILMS
    Cornerstone Bank
46. UMLRAXEOU RODF
    Open Sky Community Services
47. SOCDETHNRR KNA
    DEAVER
48. AEVIERDL LILMS
    Crooked Creek Farm
49. IUFA HENH OMYCUSI VREESIC
    RITAS ESSOP JH OINLORS
50. NEPOYH KRBMYHOU SYVREESIC
    Cottage School
51. BNSZACUO
    Jo-Ann Szymczak
52. BNSZACUO
    Your New Home Marketing LLC

Stonebridge Press, located in the Worcester County area of Massachusetts is looking for a full-time Web Pressroom and Press Helpers to work in our Southbridge-printing facility. Four years of press experience is preferred but not necessary. These positions are year-round, Monday-Friday. The Overlook

Please email resume and phone number to Jimmy D’Nobile at jim@stonebridgepressnews.com or call (508) 909-4651

Help Wanted

HIRING?

Reach More
Local Applicants

Call 508-769-2351

Meet Your Merchant advertisers

MEET YOUR MERCHANTS

Town of Spencer is seeking private snow plowers for the 2021-2022 Winter Season.

If interested, contact the Office of Utilities and Facilities, 3rd Street, Call 508-885-7515

For information, log on to www.getauto.com

WEB PRESSPERSON & PRESS HELPERS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY

Stonebridge Press, located in the Worcester County area of Massachusetts is looking for a full-time Web Pressroom and Press Helpers to work in our Southbridge-printing facility. Four years of press experience is preferred but not necessary. These positions are year-round, Monday-Friday. The Overlook

Please email resume and phone number to Jimmy D’Nobile at jim@stonebridgepressnews.com or call (508) 909-4651

Help Wanted

HIRING?

Reach More
Local Applicants

Call 508-769-2351

Meet Your Merchant advertisers
HELP WANTED in close pass to Emma
he said, as the Panthers submitted to projectpatriot@bluewaterpg.com.

email: ads@stonebridgepress.news

www.StonebridgePress.com

Fast forward to the game’s final minute and Barnett was indeed called upon during a pressure-packed situation. Teammate Gabley Seter was a among the Panthers’ several key players
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There Are Many Places To Shop This Fall, But Only One Place To Buy!